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A special class of phenomena occurring in the inelastic scattering of electrons by atoms is investigated
assuming that the energy of the incident electron is close to the excitation threshold of the autoionizing
state. It is shown that the interaction between a slow electron and the vacancy in the final state (the socalled post-collision interaction) has an appreciable effect on the characteristics of the process. Acceptable
agreement with the available experimental data can be obtained by taking into account to the postcollision interaction in calculations for specific processes.
PACS numbers: 34.80.Dp, 34.10. + x

1. A very interesting phenomenon appears in studying electron scattering by helium atoms when the incident electron energy i s slightly greater than the energy
of the autoionizing state.' It turns out that the energy
of the electron emitted after the decay of the autoionking state depends on the energy of the incident electron. The shape of the line corresponding to this autoionizing state in the ejected-electron spectrum also depends on the energy of the incident electron. In the literature this effect,has been called the "post-collision
interaction" (PCI). A qualitative explanation of it i s that
the incident electron loses almost all its energy in exciting the autoionizing state and then slowly leaves the
atom. If the velocity of this "slow" electron i s sufficiently small, its field will affect all the characteristics of
the decay of the autoionizing state; the effect will be
greater the closer the slow electron i s to the atom at the
time of the decay, that is, the lower its velocity. The
PC1 effect i s manifested the more strongly, the shorter
the lifetime of the excited state, that is, the broader
the level. If the level width i s comparable with the energy of the slow electron, it i s not possible to assign
a definite energy to this electron. In this case the excitation and decay of the autoionizing state form a single
process which cannot be viewed a s occuring in two
stages.
The PC1 effect can appear not only in the inelastic
scattering of relatively slow electrons, but also in other
ionization processes. As an example, if the photon energy is slightly greater than the photoionization threshold of an inner shell, then in the absorption of this photon a hole and a slow electron a r e produced; this electron plays an important role in the subsequent Auger o r
radiative decay of the inner vacancy. The energy of the
Auger electron near the ionization threshold therefore
depends on the photon frequency.'

As we show in the present
the interaction of the
charged particles is in the final state very important for
describing the effects mentioned above. There a r e three
of these particles: the slow electron, the ion, and a
.fast electron which comes from the decay of the excited
state. The interaction between the fast electron and the
comother two particles is small and can be neglected
pared to that between the slow electron and the ion.
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Therefore, the three-body problem actually reduces to
taking into account the effect of the ion field on the slow
electron. As will be shown below, this interaction is
very important and leads to a redistribution of the energy
between the electrons: the slow one slows down and the
fast one speeds up. This result i s the opposite of that
in the Wannier p r o ~ e s swhere
,~
there a r e also two electrons and an ion in the final state, but their interaction
tends to equalize the electron energies. The difference
arises from the fact that in the Wannier process both
electrons a r e slow and the interactions between all
three particles must be taken into account, whereas
only the slow electron and the ion effectively interact
in the case we a r e considering here.

In the present study the excitation of an autoionizing
state or a vacancy and their decay is viewed a s a unified process for the f i r s t time. This makes i t possible
not only to describe the energy shift due to the PCI, but
also to calculate the cross section for the process. In
section 2 of this study we give the most important
graphs af many-body theory which describe the interaction between the slow electron and the atomic particles.
In section 3 we show qualitatively that the inclusion of
these graphs causes the line corresponding to the autoionizing state in the spectrum of the knocked out electrons to change: the line i s shifted and broadened and
becomes asymmetric the more, the closer the incident
electron energy is to the excitation threshold of the autoionizing level. In addition, oscillations appear at the
line edges. In section 4 we consider the PC1 for the
example where singly charged Ar+ ions a r e produced
when the energy transferred to the atom i s close to the
2ps-subshell ionization threshold. We show that the PC1
effect causes a maximum to appear in the cross section
for this process at the reaction threshold; the calculated
absolute cross section and shape of the peak a r e in satisfactory agreement with the experimental d a b 4 In
section 5 we consider a different exampleof the PCI:
the scattering d an electron on an Ar atom near the
threshold of the autoionizing level 3s4p(3P). It is shown
that the PC1 effect is manifested not only in a change
of the energy, but also in the angular distribution of the
slow electrons.

2. The simplest graph describing the excitation of a
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FIG. 1.

single-particle autoionizing level by electron impact
and its subsequent decay is shown in Fig. l a . The narrow line with the arrow to the right (left) describes the
electron (hole) propagation, the line with the double a r row corresponds to an electron in an excited discrete
level, and the wavy line corresponds to the Coulomb
interaction. Below we shall use the usual rules for associating the graphs with analytic expressions.'
The graph of Fig. l a is a resonance graph, because
the energy denominator corresponding to the virtual
excitation of the autoionizing level becomes z e r o when
the energy transferred to the atom by the incident electron equals the excitation energy of the discrete level.
It is therefore necessary to sum the contributions of all
the resonance graphs in the higher orders of perturbation theory. We must take into account the possibility
of the decay of the autoionizing state, which leads to the
imaginary contribution i r / 2 ( r is the width of the level)
to the energy of the autoionizing state. In addition, the
excitation and decay of this discrete state can proceed
via virtual excitation of some other atomic configurations. We shall include these processes by introducing
an effective interaction U instead of the Coulomb interaction.
Summation of all the resonance diagrams leads to
Fig. lb, in which the dashed lines denote the interaction
U and the heavy line of the discrete state indicates the
inclusion of the level width. The analytic expression
for the amplitudeA,(k,) of the process represented by
this graph is

Here 6, is the energy of the incident electron, k , and E,
a r e the momentum and energy of the slow electron s,
kf and cf a r e the momentum and energy of the fast (compared to s) electron f , E,,, and r a r e the excitation energy and width of the autoionizing level, E , is the energy
of the hole i, and n and j denote the states of the electron and hole forming the autoionizing level. The ener239
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gies of the incident and departing electrons satisfy the
conservation law
~,=E.+E,+E~.
(2)
If near the resonance we can neglect the energy dependence of the matrix elements on the right-hand side of
(I), then, taking (2) into account, Ao(k,) describes a
Lorentz line of width r in the ejected-electron spectrum
with maximum a t
e,=E,,-E,.
(3)
Let us now consider the interaction of the slow electron with the fast electron and the hole produced a s a
result of the decay of the autoionizing level. This is a
three-body problem. We a r e , however, interested in
the case when one of the electrons is fast, and its interaction with the other electron i s insignificant. In fact,
a direct estimate of the graphs in Figs. l c and d shows
that if
(here we use atomic units E = m = e = 1) the contribution
of graph d can be neglected compared to that of c. This
result has a simple physical explanation: the fast electron ejected in the decay of the autoionizing state does
not manage to interact with the slow one.
Henceforth we will assume that the condition (4) is
satisfied and take into account only the final-state interaction between the slow electron and the hole i. This
interaction must be taken into account exactly, since
perturbation theory is not applicable because of the low
electron energy.
We also need to consider the interaction between the
slow electron and the field of the virtual autoionizing
state. However, according to the well known technique
in Ref. 6, we can do this by using the Hartree-Fock wave
function Ipi8
of the slow electron in the field of the excited atom. The narrow line corresponding to the slow
electron s in Fig. l b implies its motion in this field.
Let us now take into account the interaction between the
slow electron and the vacancy i in the final state by
Amus'ya e t a / .
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summing a "ladder" of graphs similar to that in Fig.
le. LettingA(k,) denote the contribution of the sum of
these graphs, we find

where cp,, i s the wave function of the slow electron in the
field of the hole i. With (5) we can associate the graph
of Fig. If, in which the double line denotes the electron
moving in the field with the hole i , and the junction of
the narrow line and the double line denotes the overlap
integral (%, 1 &). Below we will consider the region
where (5) is applicable.
The amplitude (5), obtained using the condition (4),
describes the instantaneous decay of the autoionizing
state, whereby the slow electron feels a sudden change
in the field. We will use a similar method for taking
into account the sudden field change in other processes
in which a slow electron and an autoionizing state are
produced. For example, in the photoionization of an inner shell an electron and a vacancy then undergoes
Auger decay. This process is shown in Fig. 2a. Near
the photoionization threshold the main correction to this
graph, just as in the earlier case, comes from the finalstate interaction between the electron and the ion field,
which is accounted for by the diagram in Fig. 2b. The
narrow line for the slow electron describes its motion
in the field of the inner vacancy 1 and the double line
devotes the wave function in the combined field of the
holes i and j.
3. We shall show that the graph of Fig. If leads to a
shift of the maximum and a change in the shape of the
autoionizing line in the Auger electron spectrum. For
simplicity we consider only the case I? << 1 For this
case, as shown below, the slow electron in the final
state i s localized outside the atom and the problem is
greatly simplified. Interchanging the order of the integration over the coordinate (the overlap integral) and
over the energy in (5), we obtain

.

where )rJq,
is the wave function of the final state and,
according to (I), q(r)is given by the expression

In the matrix element ( k , , n l ~ l p j, ) the index k, denotes
the wave function of the slow electron in the intermediate state
(The matrix element (j, kf I ~ l ni), depends
weakly on k, in the resonance region of interest to us
and we have taken it outside the integral sign.) The integration over k, in (7) can therefore be carried out
using the retarded Green's function describing the
propagation of the slow electron in the field of the ex-
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FIG. 2 .

cited atom. Using the asymptotic properties of the
Green's function,' we find from (7)
4
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(8)

where the momentum k, has a real and an imaginary
part:
,ko=k,+ik,==[2 (e,-E,,) +irImh

(9)

and A, is in the inelastic scattering amplitude (1) without
the PCI. The f i r s t term in (8) i s a "diverging" wave.
Allowance for the finite level width causes the wave to
be exponentially damped, a s a result of which the diverging wave is localized in the region r s l/k,. For
I? << 1 this region exceeds the size of the atom: l/k,>> 1
and, in addition, here the terms 0 ( l / r z )are smaller than
the diverging wave and can be neglected.
Therefore, the main contribution to the integral (6)
comes from distances 1< r < l/k,, where the function
~ ( ri )s approximated well by the first term on the righthand side of (8). At these distances the motion of the
slow electron in the Coulomb field i s semiclassical.
Consequently, the overlap integral (6) can be calculated
using the stationary phase method.'
Using the argument of the Coulomb function a s the a r gument of the function cp,,(r) of the electron in the continuum, we find that /A (k,) 1 has a maximum when
e.=ki2/2-k,.
(10)
We see that when the PC1 i s taken into account the maximum of the modulus of the amplitude i s shifted by an
amount 6&, = -k,, a s first noted in Ref. 9. Since we are
everywhere assuming that the energy conservation law
(2) is satisfied, the spectral-line maximum corresponding to the autoionizing level is shifted by 6cf = k,. Thus,
the PC1 leads to a redistribution of the energy between
the electrons: the fast one speeds up and the slow one
slows down. This result i s not surprising; in fact, the
energy exchange between the electrons occurs not a s a
result of their direct interaction (the graph of Fig. Id i s
small), but is a consequence of the attraction between
the slow electron and the ion. We note that with increasing k, the argument of the Coulomb function changes
more than when k, is decreased. Because of this, first
of all, the overlap integral (6) falls off more smoothly
in the direction qf smaller k,. Therefore, as a result
of the PC1 the shape of the autoionizing line in the Auger
spectrum becomes asymmetric: for larger cf (smaller
c,) the line falls off more slowly than the Lorenk line
neglecting the PCI, while for small E~ i t falls off more
rapidly than the Lorenk line. Secondly, we conclude
that the broadening of one side of the line is more
marked than the narrowing of the other, s o that on the
whole the line i s broadened.
The phenomena discussed above, that is, the autoionizing line shift, its broadening, and its asymmetry,
a r e all related to the addition of a quantity determined
by the Coulomb field of the ion to the argument of the
function cp,,(r). The quantity i s larger, the lower the
energy of the slow electron. These phenomena a r e
therefore manifested more clearly in the near-threshold
region.
Up to this time we have taken into account only the

amplitude of the resonance process. Let us now consider what complications appear due to interference between the resonance and phonon amplitudes (the simplest nonresonance phonon graph is shown in Fig. lh).
Neglecting the PCI, the phase of the resonance amplitude changes by n in the resonance region, which
causes the cross section to acquire the characteristic
Fano profile.1°
Let us now take into account the effect of the PC1 on
the phase of the amplitude A(k,). For this we shall use
the asymptotic expression (8) for the function q(r) and
we shall approximate the final-state wave function
fis(r) by a Coulomb function. Both of these approximations a r e always valid for an estimate, since the region
where the electron is localized r l/k, exceeds the size
of the atom at k,<<l. Then for A(k,) we find from (6)

-

eP'+'T:

A ( k , )=n

E,-E,,-ehz+iri2

'

where
I
k

q , (k.)= -- arctg

3k2k8
k,2+k2!-k,d'

crease in the yield of excited atoms at the resonances
c, = E,, +E, (E, < 0 is the energy of the discrete state) has
a width equal to that of the autoionizing level, while the
resonances themselves a r e distributed up to the excitation threshold. The inclusion of the PC1 changes this
situation. The PC1 causes the energy of the slow electron to decrease, s o it can fall into a discrete level
even if the incident electron energy exceeds the reaction
threshold. Thus an increase in the yield of neutral atoms
must occur beyond the reaction threshold. The calculation given below confirms this.
We have studied the consequences of taking into account the graph of Fig. If for the case of inelastic scattering. We made a similar study for the graph of Fig.
2b also, which describes the PC1 in the near-threshold
photoionization of an inner shell. All the main conclusions about the knocked-out electron spectrum remain
valid in the case of the line corresponding to Auger decay. In this case the discrete states of the slow electron
correspond to the excited levels of the singly charged ion
and the PC1 must have a substantial effect on the cross
section for the yield of such ions.

All the results of this section were obtained for
However, formula (5), which i s the basis of our
k, and k, are given in (9), and the coefficient a depends
investigation, does not need this assumption. The conweakly on k,. Expression (11) was obtained earlier (see
clusion (5), except for the inequality (4), i s based
Ref. 11) on the basis of a quasimolecular adiabatic conon the requirement that the contribution to the cross
sideration of the PCI.
section of the discarded nonresonance graphs, for
We see that the PC1 adds to the phase of A (k,) the
example, that of Fig. lh, be separable from the
contribution of the resonance graphs that were inquantity q,(k,), which can vary greatly in the resonance
cluded. For this it i s sufficient only that the width r
region. (For example, for c , E,, = 1 eV and r = 0.1
eV, cp,(k,) is -n when &, is changed from 1.0 eV to 1.1
be smaller than the energy range in which the nonresoeV.) When the phase ~ , ( k , )is changed by n in the reson- nance amplitude changes significantly, i.e., r << E,. In
ance region the autoionizing line contour acquires an
the case r -1, a s seen from (8) and (9), the slow elecadditional maximum and minimum. We therefore see
tron i s localized at distances r 1 and simple estimates
that the PC1 leads to an oscillatory structure in the
of the wave functions a r e inapplicable. Therefore, in
autoionizing line profile. To observe these oscillations
this case it is not possible to obtain explicit formulas
it i s necessary that the energy spread of the incident
for the change of the line shapes a s a function of the inelectrons be less than the width of the autoionizing level. cident electron energy. It can, however, be rigorously
shown (this is done in the Appendix) that in this case the
Up to now we have considered the slow electron in the
continuum in the final state of the reaction. The decrease PC1 causes the line to shift.
in the energy of the slow electron can be sufficient for i t
4. Let us consider the cross section for the yield of
to fall into a bound state, i.e., an excited atom is prosingly charged Ar+ ions in the inelastic scattering of a
duced in the final states. An investigation similar to that fast electron by an Ar atom when the energy w transabove shows that in this case the characteristic maniferred to the atom i s close to the 2p6-subshell ionizafestations of the PC1 in the spectrum of the knocked-out
tion threshold. According to section 2, in this case the
electrons remain unchanged: the autoionizing line
PC1 is included via the diagram of Fig. 3, in which the
shifts, becomes asymmetric, and broadens, while oscil- narrow line corresponds to the slow electron moving in
lations appear at the edges of the line. The calculations
the field of the hole 2p and the double line corresponds
according to (1) and (6) a r e simpler for transitions to
to the combined field of the two holes.
discrete states. If the wave function of the discrete state
The differential cross section for the single ionizafalls off faster than p(r) (for this we must have k,< sc,,
tion
of the atom by the fast electron i s related to the denwhere x n = dwith En the energy of the discrete
sity
of
the generalized oscillator strengths F ( q , w) (Ref.
state), then according to (6) and (8) we can neglect the
width of the level.

r<<1.

-

-

The problem of how the PC1 affects the cross section
for the production of an excited atom is very interesting.
Resonance scattering with the production of an excited
atom can also occur when the PC1 is neglected, a s shown
in the graph of Fig. lg. The cross section of the process
in this graph is resonant; neglecting the PCI, the in24 1
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FIG. 3 .
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12). After integrating over the angles and summing over
the spin projections, the quantity F ( ~ , wcorresponding
)
to the graph in Fig. 3 has the form

where p i s the orbital angular momentum transferred in
is the overlap integral of the
the Auger decay, (~sls(l&615)
radial Hartree-Fock wave functions of particles located
in different self-consistent fields, (11 v,II) i s the reduced
matrix element of the Auger decay, and BnlI1C8, 5(q) is
the reduced matrix element of the transition rill,- &,Is
under the influence of the fast incident electron. The
summation over c, includes the integration over all possible states of the discrete and continuous spectra. Only
dipole transitions are included in (12), since everywhere
below we consider small momenta q transferred to the
atom by the incident fast electron. The slow electron
can therefore be in s or d states. In deriving (12) we
have neglected the width of the 2p level in accordance
with the considerations of section 3.
For the wave functions of the knocked-out fast electron in the &,I, state we used the Hartree-Fock wave
functions ( p i N ( L S )calculated in the field of the frozen core
with hole i (Ref. 6) (since the other hole is screened by
the electron in the discrete level). The Hartree-Fock
functions of the electron in the intermediate state c61s
a r e calculated in the field of the completely rearranged
core with a hole in the 2p state. The wave functions of
the electron in discrete states n s or nd a r e determined
using the self-consistent configuration taking into account the presence of the two holes in the states k , and
k4Calculation shaws that the probability for processes
with electron transitions into discrete ns levels a r e on
the average two orders of magnitude smaller than the
corresponding processes with transitions into discrete
nd levels. We calculated the probability for electron
transitions into the first eight discrete d levels. The
calculated dipole component of the density of the generalized oscillator strengths: for processes including
the PC1 a r e shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the inclusion
of the correlations due to the PC1 causes the yield of
singly charged ions to increase sharply at the 2p6-subshell threshold. The width of the resulting peak i s -2.53 eV. In this figure we also give the experimental curve
for the singly charged ion yield (dashed line), extracted
from the measurements of Van der Wiel e t al.4 Here
the experimental curve for the energy losses, given in

relative units, was normalized by us s o that the experimental maximum of the 2p6-subshell ionization given in
Ref. 13 would coincide with the calculated maximum.
The figure shows that the agreement between theory and
experiment is satisfactory. Since this agreement results
only from including the PCI, we can take this a s proof
that the PC1 plays an important role in the production
of Ar+ ions a t the L-shell threshold. The possibly important role of the PC1 in this case was also mentioned
in Ref. 4. Other mechanisms for producing Ar+ ions a t
the L-shell threshold, in particular, direct ionization
of the M shell and ionization of the M shell under the influence of the L shell, were discussed in Ref. 14. Compared to the PC1 processes that we have studied, the
contributions of these mechanisms to the production of
Ar' ions at the L-shell threshold a r e insignificant.
5. Let us now consider a specific calculation of the
PC1 effect in the case where the slow electron in the final state i s in the continuum. For this we studied the
inelastic scattering of an electron on an Ar atom with
the excitation of the autoionizing state 3s4p(,~)for an
incident electron energy close to the excitation threshold
(26.46 eV) of this level. As shown in sections 2 and 3,
in this process the PC1 effects is described by the diagram of Fig. If. In this case (a triplet autoionizing
state) we need to take into account only the exchange
graph shown in Fig. 5. We calculated this graph using
formulas (1) and (5).
As the wave functions of the slow electron in the final
state we used the Hartree-Fock wave functions calculated in the field of the rearranged core with a 3p hole.
The wave functions of the slow electron in the intermediate state were calculated in the field of the excited
state. The functions of the incident electron were found
in the field of the frozen atom, while those of the autoionizing electron were taken in the field of the core with
the 3p hole.
The main difficulty in calculating the graph in Fig. 5 is
that in the intermediate stage it i s necessary to find the
overlap integral of wave functions of the slow electron
belonging to different continuous spectra [see (511. We
need the finite cutoff radius R = 100 for these wave f w c tions. For a fixed energy zks the overlap integral
changed rapidly a s a function of the intermediate electron energy c,, in the region c,, = chS. Therefore, in integrating over k' (see (5)) it was necessary to choose
enough of the wave functions of the intermediate slow
electron.
Calculation shows that the matrix element of the
Auger decay (3s, cftll ~ 1 / 3 p4p)
, with a transition to the
state with lf = 2 considerably exceeds the matrix element of the transition to an s state and weakly depends
on the energy of the autoionizing electron &, in the ener-

FIG. 4.
FIG. 5.
JP
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the final state (see section 4). These transitions were
taken into account in the experimental cross sections
and gave the dominant contribution for E - 0. They did
not, however, contribute to the cross section for scattering with Ar' production that we studied.
FIG. 6 .

gy range of interest to us. In lowest order perturbation
theory this matrix element determines the width of the
autoionizing level:
f ='l,n

I(%.

e,dllvnsp, 4 p ) j Z .

which is d . 2 eV. In the subsequent calculations this
quantity determined the imaginary part of the energy
denominator in (1).
The diagram of Fig. 5 was calculated with the slow
electron angular momenta 1, = 0,1,2. Large angular momenta clearly cannot play a significant role, since we
are considering the process near threshold. Calculation
shows that the matrix elements of the inelastic scattering (&, ,I,, 4pB ~ ( ( 3 sqla)
, behave in the usual manner: a t
the threshold itself only a monopole transition is possible for c,, = 0, while with increasing &, both dipole
and quadrupole transitions appear (thus, for example,
already a t &,, = 5 eV the reduced matrix element of the
quadrupole transition reaches the same value a s that
of the monopole transition). Therefore, if the PC1 were
neglected the angular distribution of the slow electrons
at threshold would be isotropic, that is, the anisotropy
coefficient /3 in the expression for the differential cross
section
t

o(0) =o,(i+$P?(cos 9 ) )

would be zero. Our calculation showed that in the graph
of Fig. 5 the overwhelming contribution comes from only
the quadrupole transition in the entire near-threshold
region. This corresponds to P = +l. Therefore, in this
process the PC1 has a sizeable effect on the angular distribution of the slow electrons.
The amplitude of Fig. 5 was used to calculate the differential cross section for inelastic resonance scattering
with the production of a singly charged ion. For fixed
incident electron energy we determined the maximum
of the cross section viewed a s a function of the Auger
electron energy. Figure 6 shows the resulting dependence of the energy shift A of the Auger electron a s a
result of the PC1 on the incident electron energy &, measured from the excitation threshold d the autoionizing
level (curve 1). In the same figure we show the experimental dependence (curve 2) obtained in Ref. 15, where
the total cross section for producing both the Ar+ ion
and the excited atom Ar* was measured. The figure
shows that the experimental and theoretical curves a r e
in satisfactory agreement for & > 1 eV. A difference
appears at lower energies due to the fact that in this
region the energy shift due to the PC1 becomes comparable to the energy of the slow electron. The slow
electrons therefore f a l l mainly into discrete levels in
243
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6. In the present study we have developed a quantitative quantum mechanical theory of the PC1 phenomenon based only on the single assumption that the
change of the field in which the slow electron moves occurs in such a small time interval that the interaction
between the fast and the slow electron can be neglected.
We have shown for specific examples that it is possible
to carry out numerical calculations which can be directly compared to the experimental results. We have illustrated almost all of the possible manifestations of
the PCI: the shift of the maximum in the energy distribution of the fast (or slow) electrons, the asymmetry
of the shape of the line and its broadening, and the
change in the angular distribution of the slow electrons.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to take into account the interference between the resonance and phonon
amplitudes in specific calculations because the accuracy
of calculating the resonance amplitude is not yet good
enough.

In the future we plan to use this calculational technique
to study the PC1 in the case of broader (of order 1 eV)
autoionizing levels, where the PC1 effect can be even
more pronounced.
In conclusion the authors are grateful to L. V. Chernysheva for letting them use her computer programs for
the numerical calculations.
APPENDIX

We shall show in the general case that the -XI leads
to a shift of the line corresponding to the ex .ted state
in the ejected electron spectrum. The diffe, mtial cross
section for the inelastic scattering is propr tional to
(12,) 12, where the amplitude A (k,) is giver by expression (5). Let us define the average energy yf the slow
electron a s the cross section average:

The mean energy of the fast electron is given by the
conservation law (2). Using (6) we can change the expression for the mean energy to the form
s.=(cplAlq)l(cplcp>,

where q(r)is given in (7) and i% is the Hamiltonian describing the final-state motion of the slow electron. In
deriving the latter equation we have taken into account
the fact that the functions cp, [see (511 are the eigenfunctions of the operator d. si&ilarly,when we neglect the
PC1 we find
where 4 is the Hamiltonian describing the motion of the
slow electron in the field of the autoionizing state. Thus
the energy shift due to the PC1 is
6e.=-6e,=~.-e.~~"=(cp~1?-R~Icp)l~~~q~=(cp
Vlq)/(cplrp),
(13)
where v = I ~-i,is the change of the Hamiltonian due to

the decay of the excited state. The potential V is attractive, s o that its mean value is negative. Therefore, the
energy of the slow electron is decreased and that of
the fast electron is increased.
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Theory of stimulated coherent emission from atoms in
spatially separate optical fields
E. V. Baklanov, B. Ya. Dubetskii, and V. M. Semibalamut
Institute of Heat Physics, Siberian Bmnch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Novosibirsk
(Submitted 12 April 1978)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 76, 482-504 (February 1979)
The problem of the interaction of a gas of atoms with spatially separate waves is considered. It is shown
that the action of the field of two separate standing waves in a gas generates coherent radiation at
distances which are multiples of the separation between the fields. The profile of the coherent emission
line has a narrow resonance whose width is equal to the reciprocal of the transit times of the atoms
between the field. An analysis is made of the influence of the quantization of the atomic motion (recoil
effect) on the line profile. It is shown that in a wide range of the parameters the interaction of atoms with
a standing wave can be regarded as a sudden perturbation. This makes it possible to solve the problem
without iteration in respect of the field intensity. The coherent emission line profile is considered in the
presence of high-power heterodyne laser radiation in the reception region. It is shown that it is identical
with the prdle of an absorption lime of a weak plane probe wave localized in the region of formation of
coherent radiation. The recoil effect splits the profile into a generally infinite series of components and
under certain conditions the component at the line center is retained. This distinguishes fundamentally the
resonance considered here from other nonlinear optical resonances. The results are given of numerical
calculations of the line profile in the case when the spatially separate fields have Gaussian profiles. The
optimal (in respect of the field intensity and pressure) conditions for the observation of the coherent
emission effect are found. An estimate is obtained of this effect for a transition in CH, giving rise to
emission at A = 3.39p, for which the effect has been observed experimentally.
PACS numbers: 42.55.Bi, 42.50.

+ q, 42.55.Q

91. INTRODUCTION
If the lifetime of an atomic oscillator is sufficiently
long, the dipole moment induced by an external field
can be transported over long distances. In principle,
this makes it possible to observe the emission from an
atom in a region outside the range of action of the exciting field.

In the case of an ensemble of atoms with velocities
exhibiting a scatter we can find the macroscopic
polarization by averaging the dipole moment of an atom
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over the velocities. At considerable distances from an
exciting optical field the phase of the dipole moment,
considered as a function of velocity, changes (in the
optical frequency range) by a very large value and,
consequently, the macroscopic polarization vanishes.
However, in the case of a nonlinear interaction between atoms and optical radiation the polarization may
be transported in a system with spatially separate
optical fields.' This results in generation of coherent
radiation in a region where there is no exciting field.'
The present paper deals with the theory of such co-
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